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Integrating Sand Tray Work into 
Your Play Therapy Practice

Tammy Schamuhn, R. Psych, RPT-S
Co-Founder, Institute of Child Psychology
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Registered Psychologist

Registered Play Therapist

Former Elementary Teacher (B.Ed)

Owner/Executive Director:
Family Counselling Centres

Co-Founder: Institute of Child Psychology

Animal Assisted Therapist [AAT] 

Specialties: 
Childhood Anxiety, Trauma, Divorce/separation
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Sand Tray & Sand 
Play Therapy

� Projective/Symbolic

� ORIGINS (Sandplay Therapy)
� Dora Kalff (1950s)
� Margaret Lowenfeld, M.D
� Jungian in it’s origin
� International Society for Sandplay 

Therapy

� Directive or non-directive
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Sandplay
� Kalff (1971) who described the process as a union of opposites through the act of playing (Kalff, 1981).

� “Free protected space”

� Unconscious material for organization of the Self
� Nonverbal understanding of images that help therapists stay attuned to what is going on in the 

sandplayer. When interpretations take place months and even years after the completion of the 
process, it is a mutual experience with input from both therapist and sandplayer

� Consciousness: that of which we can be made aware

� Unconscious
� Personal: Unaware; created through repression

� Collective: Unaware-- instincts & archetypes (i.e., myths)

� Images & symbols

� Creative potetial

6
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Sandplay
� Self: psychic center; source of all that is and that to which we all return

� Ego: represents the conscious mind as it comprises the thoughts, memories, and emotions a 
person is aware of. The ego is largely responsible for feelings of identity and continuity; 
organizational in nature

� Assimilates and organizes new information

� Individuation: integration of both collective and personal elements. Moving from 
fragmentation to wholeness. As we individuate, we connect and identify with the entire 
human family. Ego moves from separateness to wholeness as it aligns with the Self

� Neuroscience: Right hemisphere provides solutions to help heal and develop the psyche

� 1st tray: problem and assets

� 2nd tray onward: confronts obstacles & access new psychic material; aligns new psychic 
material with central organizing principal of the self “constellation” or “manifestation of the 
self” 
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Barbara Turner, PhD
*** process can vary widely (i.e., moving up & down from consciousness into consciousness; often multiple processes
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Sandplay
� 28.5” x 19.5” x 3” with blue bottom (interior measurements)

� “symbols and silence”

� No interpretations made with client 

� Non-hierarchical; mutual joining of psyches of client and therapist

� Dry & Wet Trays

� Therapist sits quietly across from the client: need to still sense privacy

� Record and draw map

� Client will know when it’s done

� Joins client where they worked from: view it as the client viewed it

� Is there a title or story? No dialogue, no questions

� Photo 

� First from perspective of client then from other angles to study if needed

� Never dissemble tray with client there 

9
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Why Sand?
(Barbara Turner PhD)

� Sand: ancient, timeless, 1M years create
� Used in ritualistic healing (i.e., Muslim, 

Buddhist, Native Americans/First Nations)
� Sacred: core of pearl

� Pearl is symbol of self
� Shapeless and accepting

� Holds and carries
� Earth element

� Place of material manifestation 
� What is formless becomes form
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Why Water?
(Barbara Turner PhD)

� Fluid

� Cleansing

� Penetrating (over time will cut the 
stone in half)

� Primordial: all of life emerged from 
water

� Formless

� Deep

� Unknown: carries what we do not know 
below its surface

� Represents pure potential 
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Archetypes

� Shadow: what we strive to hide or do not know about ourselves

� Persona: The persona (or mask) is the outward face we present to the world. It 
conceals our real self and Jung describes it as the “conformity” archetype. 
This is the public face or role a person presents to others as someone different 
to who we really are (like an actor). 

� Self: provides a sense of unity in experience. For Jung, the ultimate aim of 
every individual is to achieve a state of selfhood (similar to self-actualisation)

� Anima: unconscious feminine aspect of the self

� Animus: unconscious masculine aspect of the self

12
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UNCONSCIOUS: 
Yet to be 

integrated

CONSCIOUS 
Experience: 
more literal

15
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Atypical Tray Orientation

� Working from long end 
orientation of the tray

� Somatic, corporal, 
illness, trauma to body, 
felt deeply in body

� Meant to move energy 
from body

16

Symbols
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Symbols

� Manifestations of symbols in the tray

� Based on Jung’s conceptualization

� SIGN: something that is known to exist; literal  (i.e., 
cow= farm animal)

� SYMBOL: unconscious; not derived from a known 
associations; hidden meanings; more aligned with the 
Self and move the psyche to access psychic content 
(i.e., cow= mothering and nurturing, gestation; tenacity 
and stubbornness)

� What is a sign for one person is a symbol for another

18
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o Psyche moves as symbols are manipulated

o Enter mythic dimension

o Shared and witnessed by therapist

o Patterns: circle and square

o Squaring the circle is symbolic of the 
integration of our personal unconscious 
into consciousness; move to wholeness

o Circle: infinite; masculine; heavens

o Square: earth, feminine

o “MYTH”: story symbols make

o i.e., cow doesn’t necessarily mean 
nurturing; carries archetype of “mother” 
that has various meanings and energies 
behind it

19

Tree 
Individuation 
and Esteem

https://www.sandplay.org/wp-content/uploads/Symbol_Dictionary-English.pdf

Jewlels/gems: 
knowledge, 
hope, purity

Animals: 
negative 
relationship with 
unconscious= 
frightful monsters; 
positive= helpful 
animals

20
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END OF LESSON 1
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SANDTRAY THERAPY

23

Why Use Sandtray Therapy 
(Homeyer & Sweeney, 2010)

1. Gives expression to non-verbalized emotional issues
2. Has a unique kinesthetic quality. 
3. Serves to create a necessary therapeutic distance for clients. 
4. The therapeutic distance that sound trade therapy provides creates a safe place for abreaction to occur. 
5. Is an effective intervention for traumatize clients.
6. Inclusive for families. 
7. Naturally provides boundaries and limits. 
8. Provide a unique setting for the emergence of therapeutic metaphors. 
9. Is effective for overcoming client resistance. 
10. It provides a needed and effective communication medium for a client with poor verbal skills
11. Cuts through verbalization used as a defense. 
12. Create a place for a child, adult, couple, family, or group clients to experience control. 
13. The challenge of transference may be effectively addressed
14. Deeper intrapsychic issues may be excess more thoroughly and more rapidly

24
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Sandtray & The Brain
o Awakens and regulates the right brain limbic processes, 

promoting vertical integration in the right brain 
(Badenoch, 2008)
o New neural pathway templates are developed, 

effectively rewiring dysfunctional painful memories
o Bilateral integration (if verbal processing exists)

o Agitated lower brain can be calm through tactile 
stimuli, which is interpreted by the limbic system as 
soothing (Badenoch, 2008)

o Presence of therapist allows for ventral portion of the 
vagal system to be activated: 
� Serves the social engagement system.
� Dampens the body’s regularly active state 

(engages parasympathetic NS)

25

The Collection

� Pieces of life and fantasy

� Monsters/scary figurines

� Food

� Plants/vegetation

� Natural Elements: rocks, shells, fossils

� Landscapes: mountains, caves, 
volcanoes

� Buildings

� Barriers: fences, screens, signs

� People: families, multiethnic, disabilities, 
babies, vulnerable, job roles

� Military

� Magical people& creatures

� Vehicles
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�Animals: (Try to get animal families as 
well. Vary the size of the animals)

� Wild, forest, domesticated, prehistoric, farm, 
sea

� Birds, insect, sea creatures, reptiles, 

�Half-human- half- animals: centaurs, mermaids

� Ancient creatures

� Fighting figures and objects

� Containment: handcuffs, cages

� Spiritual: gods, figures from various 
regions

� Elements of the earth: earth (caves, 
shovels), air (windmills, feathers), fire 
(fireplace, campfire), water (boats, 
blue bottom of tray, sea shells)

� Connections (i.e., bridges) and 
dividers (i.e.,fences)

� Building material to make miniatures

� Death items 

27
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Protocol for Session 

ROOM 
PREPARATION

INTRODUCE 
TRAY/FIGURINES

CREATION OF 
TRAY

POST-CREATION CLEANUP DOCUMENTATION

29

1. Room Preparation

� Review the room to be sure the sand tray miniatures 
figures are in place. 

� Check to be sure that the sound tree has no buried items 
from a previous session. 

� Ensure the sand is levelled and smooth. 

� If you use a wet tray ensure the wet tray ensure sufficient 
moisture. 

� Ensure that the water container is full

30
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2. Introduction of Process

� Walking to the sand; move with hand to show blue bottom

� Indicates the client can use as many or as few figurines 
wanted and allow the use of a small basket together the 
figurines to take them to the tree

� NON-DIRECTIVE: 

� “Create a world; create your world; create a scene; build a 
world; build your world; build a scene. . .”

� Clients overwhelmed with an unstructured experience 
may require more containment. (i.e. make a scene in the 
sand that shows me your family”)

31

3. Creation

� Therapist: containing, holding space

� Taking notes

� Be present; not interpreting 

� Notice the emotions the tray evokes in you

� Be curious

� “Resonating and attunement which we know is 
neurobiologically-based” (Badenoch, 2008)

� Trust the process

� Keep verbalizations to a minimum unless it is an active play 
scene– move into child-centered role

32

Buhler’s Clinical Indicators

1. Distorted W orlds:
� Closed/Fenced W orld: self-protective, need to com partm entalize, closing the self off from  others, closing 

dangers out, fear of one’s own im pulses
� Chaotic scenes w ith m any objects= young clients, developm entally young, feel chaotic/dysregulated, 

inner confusion, can’t m aintain self-control. A lso seen in intia l stages of therapy
� Rigid W orld (rows, schem atic arrangem ent): need for order, feeling chaotic, need for perfectionism /self-

control, em otionally rig id or repressed **** does not include m andalas (circles and squares)= positive, 
centered, wholeness

2.  Em pty W orld : (5 years + less than 2/3 tray used or less than 50 item s) world unhappy or em pty, re jected, 
desires to escape, deficient m ental resources (i.e., depression)

3. Aggressive W orld: aggression in the child, internalizing anger

� OTHER [not* Buhler]: Unpeopled W orld (sold iers not counted as ppl): w ish to escape or hostile feeling towards 
people

33
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Themes: Static

� Children often repeat a pattern till it is no longer useful

� Children seem to compartmentalize different aspects of themselves

� Bridges; connection between parts of the self

� Fences, Rivers= setting boundaries

� Circles= psyche healing itself

� Filling things with sand and emptying them= power and control

� Building and Destroying = need for empowerment, release of anger, confers the idea 
that he or she has the ability to create and destroy and then create again

� Putting Away Objects= power over his or her world; create/destroy within their world

� Battles = power struggles. Authority figures they are struggling with.

34

Themes: Movement

�Sprinkling:  fertilization(cycle of endings and beginnings), giving back to the earth, sacredness of life, awareness of 
connection to all, initiation of capacity to accept that what he or she does has an impact on other, accepting 
nourishment

�Dropping: less evolved action of sprinkling, awareness (beginning) of capacity, **pay attention to affect
Exercise in anger, overcoming a wound, or fear

�Pouring: fertilizing, connecting to an element of the earth, capacity to initiate, take actions in one’s hands

�Burying/Digging Up: hiding something precious, protecting something fragile, nurturing something to grow, form of 
surrender or departure, laying to rest a quality that is no longer needed for transformation to occur, hiding something  
intolerable or scary, being stuck or trapped, control what is not yet dealt with (out of sight); intent is to activate 
information (moving downward)—moves towards disintegration . DIGGING up what is buried may indicate a new 
capacity to face something that was once overpowering, exercising control of something beyond their control. Also 
finding treasures in him or herself (i.e., burying jewels) 

�young children experimentation with object permanence 
older children aspects of themselves they do not accept

�Uncovering = greater willingness to work on unresolved issues

35

Processing 
the Tray

� We want the child to feel the safety 
and empowerment of a facilitator; but 
we are asking them to be our tour 
guide

� Therapist should not remove the safety 
of the metaphor and therapeutic 
distance of the santray process by 
direct interpretation. 

� Keep it as a project of an expressive 
medium.

� “Imagicide is the intentional killing of 
an image through labelling it as one 
thing and that’s restricting it” (Moon, 
2015)

36
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� “What is the title?”

� “Tell me about it.”
� "Tell me more about what’s happening in this scene/here.”

� Invite the client to discuss specific figures (therapist notes internally if one stands out 
more, is larger than others, are different in some way such as proximity to others or 
evokes an emotion in the therapist)
� If you were in the scene what might represent you? (not* “where are you in here”)

� Is there another person represented in the tray? 

� Which one has the most power? 

� What would the miniature say about the scene? What is the role in the scene?

� What might happen next? 

� What might this one say to the other?

� What are the rules in this world (analogy of alien visitor)

37

Processing the 
Tray

� CHALLENGING MISBELIEFS:
� That must’ve been awful for (the 

miniature) to experience this. 
� I wonder if anyone believe them 

when they told them what 
happened. 

� Looks like it was so awful for (the 
miniature) that she or he never told 
anyone. 

� They should never of happened to 
(the miniature). 

� No one should feel that lonely. 
� No one deserves of the miniature 

experienced.

38

4. Post Creation 

� Stop and take a moment to view the tray

� Emotionally observe the Sandtray. What is the 
emotional contact? What is revoking you?. That 
being said, be aware of your own 
projections/counter-transference

� Pay attention to: distorted, empty, and aggressive 
worlds

39
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5. Clean-Up 

� “To destroy a picture in the patient’s presence would be 
to devalue a completed creation, to break the 
connection between the patient and his inner self, and 
the unspoken connection to the therapist” (Weinrib, 1983)

� Containment represents their work. 

� Represents the inner self and emotionally. 

� Client may not be done processing

40

6. Documentation 

� Pictures taken; in file 

� Go through slideshow of their trays or send photos 
home; make a book of trays

� Be mindful of interpretations (more Sandtray-based)  
without proper training and supervision

41

Spontaneous Moving Trays
� Often executed by younger children or those 

who need to release excess energy

� Self-created drama

� Usually several cycles of breaking down the old 
and creating the new as the story progresses

� Builder is most interested in the shifts btw the 
worlds an the focus is on the transformation not 
the outcome

� More common for boys to create

� Do not project own interpretations or ideas; let 
client lead

�Re-enact scenes outside the tray?

� Best not to interrupt the play to ask questions—
suspends the process

� Significant developments and or notable 
sounds/speech occurring you may comment 
on them or bring them to the child’s attention

�At the end you can examine the final world and 
explore last positions of objects and patterns; end 
picture of limited importance

�“What was it like for _______ (i.e., be in the car 
crash)

� Take the two figures in conflict and have a  
separate dialogue outside the tray; great focus

42
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Focus Processing
� Can you describe the scene for me?

� What title can you give it?

� What’s happening over here?

� What has the most power?

� Discuss specific figures

� Does one miniature stand out? Larger? Smaller? 
Different?

� What feelings do you have while looking at your tray?

� Does one represent you?

� Are you here?

� Alien visitor? Rules to guide?

� Lessons learned from this world?

� Other people you know in the tray?

� Give a voice to figures

� What would the figure say about the scene? What’s their 
role? What’s their relationship?

� WHAT DID THE THERAPIST NOTICE?

� Reluctance? Touching/stroking of the figures? 
Avoidance of certain categories? How did the tray 
feel?

43

Other Common Processes
�Mazes

� Life presents challenges and hurdles to overcome = 
metaphor

� “I thought it would be fun for you to make a maze in the 
sand,. I can use the sand itself, fences, walls, dangerous 
areas, or anything you like to hinder or block your journey to 
the final destination”

� At each block they encounter, find ways to get around it or 
remove it from their path = empowerment

� Hide and seek

� Good for clients who bury items but are reluctant to uncover 
them

� More willing to work on their issues once they start talking 
about the objects they bury, even if they don’t uncover them

� Nature of the objects and as well as he act of disappearing 
is significant

� When exchanging places choose objects that are 
therapeutically relevant for the child’s situation

� Ask the child to tell a story or talk about the objects if she or 
she wishes

� Early in the game they may not want to talk

� Ask them to tell a story once they find them

44

Boyers 
Developmental 
Norms

Ages 
2-4 yrs

Ages 
5-7 yrs

Ages 
8-10 yrs

Ages 
11+yrs

Portions of the tray

Figures tossed in

Chaotic

Anim als vs ppl

Sim ilar worlds each 
tim e

Pouring or burying

Pouding on sand

Islands of order

Increased use of 
space

Animals 
predominant

Dramatic element

Food and eating

Beginning of fenced 
and rigid worlds

Pouring sand on 
people and things

Fighting stage 
around 7 y/o

Fighting stage 
continues

Fenced/rigid worlds 
peak age 10

Greater emphasis 
on reality

Themes develop

Constructive use of 
sand

W hole world works 
together as a 
scene

Patterns and 
interdependence 
of parts

Landscapes w ith 
hum an settlem ents

Jungle animals 
reappear more 
realistically

45
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Boyer Suggests Need for Therapy . . .
o World doesn’t reflect developmental norms

o Uses tray to intentionally communicate problems

o Worlds are:

o Empty (except young children)

o Disorganized (except young children)

o Excessively aggressive

o Unpeopled (except young children)

o Lacking aggression when acting aggressive in real life

46

Developmental Norms 
(Based on Piaget’s Stages)

Homeyer & Sweeney

47

Preoperational 
(Ages 2-7 years)

USE OF SAND Pushes/pours, buries/unburies (age 2-3); 1-2 small bodies of water; 
vehicle tracks; roads with unclear destination of connection; patted 
mounds

USE OF MINIATURES 0-1 years: less than 25% of tray used and figures outside of tray

2-3 years: most of tray used but not uncommon to use only part. Front 
horizontal edge and left corner; play with figurines on floor; throw or 
poke into sand; pour sand over people; struggles with control (chaotic
worlds, jungle animals, eating themes)

3-4 years: increased detail

4-6 years: more dramatic activity (i.e, sound effects)

4-8 years: 91-100% tray used; all figures within tray; increased use of
rows; dramatic play with animals and vehicles

5 years+: arranged figures in groups; all 4 sides of tray; average 50-70 
figures

48
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ORIENTATION/RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN 
FIGURES

• Side-by-side; in-front of, behind one another
• Dyads
• Dramatic groupings
• Beginning of relationships (varying types)

WORLDVIEW • 4-5 years: preoccupation with having enough
food for people and animals

• Suggestion of differentiated perspectives, but 
are either a single underdeveloped theme alone
or several unrelated themes

49

Concrete Operational 
(Ages 7-11 years)

USE OF SAND • Rivers run side to side. 
M edium  lakes, m ore than two bodies of water.

• Clear roads; hills and m ountains, islands, valleys, roads, waves,
volcanos, sand walls

• Figures and faces drawn in sand

USE OF MINIATURES • 91 to 100% tray used
• No barren or em pty tray
• 47% of those in this age group to use water. Num ber of 

m iniatures used increases concurrently w ith increasing age;
younger children used an average of 64 figures

50

ORIENTATION/RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN 
FIGURES

• On top of one another, inside, seated, lying flat
• Parts of the com m unity.
• Opposing forces.
• Dram atic action between figures.
• Boys: them es of adversity and struggle; resolved threats and

com plex. 
• G irls: re lig ious and spiritual team ; didactic interactions; fam ily

relationships.
• Dram atic play decreases w ith age.

WORLDVIEW • Construction created w ith a basic plan that has been filled in 
w ith details; typically the initia l layout includes houses, fences, or
bridges

• Sets of objects/groups in sim ple concrete, single them ed; uniting
sim ple parts

• If parts are com plex, scattered, step-by-step quality
• Peaceful farm  scenes

51
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Formal Operational 
(Ages 11 years+)

USE OF SAND

USE OF MINIATURES

• Diagonal ,  winding r ivers ,  wi th del ineated source in  lake or  
spring, and runs into lake or ocean. Roads with clear d is t inct ions 
and connect ions.  Cl i f f s ,  pets ,  dens,  tunnels ,  land br idges. 
Pyram  ids,  cast les,  m  ines ,  and  graves

• 91 to 100% of the tray  used.
• No dramat ic p lay;  but  could be p laced in  creat ive ways  to 

show  dramat ic movement.
• Frequently includes trees.
• Typically constructed scene of town or vil lage which includes 

school, church, or landscape along with human settlement

52

ORIENTATION/RELATIONSHIP OF HUMAN 
FIGURES

• Orientation:  under other figures such as trees or bridges; 
entering into or emerging from building; complex
configurations such as games a town destroyed in battle 
etc.

• Whole animal/human communities; clearly defined an 
integrated. Figures displaying the human community are 
clearly established or integrated, lone figure may be used

WORLDVIEW • Coherent, symbolic or abstract or differentiated realistic 
world.

• Concepts such as native land, social justice, religion. 

• Single, coherent overview such as humour or spirituality 
uniting parts that might otherwise seem unrelated.

• Single, clearly recognizable thematic overview uniting 
complex parts which are interdependent and integrated. 

• Symbolic and realistic world creating and characterized by 
single theme encompassing complex parts they may not be 
completely integrated

53

Assessing Progress

54
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Questions to ask . . .
(Sweeney & Homeyer; Schamuhn & Johnson)

� Does the sandtray reflect more 
independence/autonomy? 

� Is there an increase in the amount and quality of 
verbalization in the process?

� Is there evidence that the client is developing 
greater insight? 

� Rigidà flexible? Chaoticàmore ordered/intention?
� Buryingà uncovering?

� Deathà resurrection ?
� Are the figurines placed with a greater degree of 

deliberation in order? 

� Can a client more readily identify self, others, 
themes and metaphors in the tray? 

� Is the client’s emotional response to the sandtray
process more predictable?

� Is there absence or minimal use of buried objects in 
the sand? Our barriers used appropriately? Are 
there fewer of Bueller’s other clinical indicators.

� Outcomes of conflict shifting (i.e., who is the winner 
vs. loser; resolution)

� Helpers phased into the tray 

* Of course check with caregivers for progress based on 
other contexts such as home and school

55

END OF LESSON 2
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Directive Interventions
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Pain is Getting Better Technique 
(Mills & Crowley, 1986)

1. TRAY 1: The pain

2. TRAY 2: The pain “all better”

3. TRAY 3: What will help tray 1 turn to tray 2

*** Best if 3 trays but could do 3 sections of a tray

59

Solution-Focused Trays 
(de Shazer & Dolan, 2007)

MAKE A TRAY THAT 
SHOWS THE LAST 

TIME THIS WAS NOT 
A PROBLEM. 

THIS CHALLENGE 
COULD BE BIGGER; 

PLEASE MAKE A 
TRAY ABOUT HOW 
YOU’VE KEPT THIS 
FROM GETTING TO 

BE A BIGGER 
PROBLEM.

MAKE A TRAY 
SHOWING WHAT 
YOU SEE IN YOUR 
FUTURE ONCE THIS 

IS BETTER

IF YOUR 
FRIEND/FAMILY 

MEMBER WAS HERE 
AND MAKING A 

TRAY ABOUT YOU 
WHAT WOULD IT 

LOOK LIKE? 

IF I WERE MAKING 
A TRAY TO 

DESCRIBE YOU 
WHAT KIND OF 
TRAY WOULD I 

MAKE?

IF YOU PICKED A 
MINIATURE TO 

REPRESENT YOU 
AND ANOTHER TO 

REPRESENT A 
CHALLENGE THAT 

BROUGHT YOU 
INTO COUNSELING, 

WHAT WOULD 
THESE BE?

WHEN THINGS ARE 
MOVING IN THE 

RIGHT DIRECTION 
WHAT WILL THAT 

LOOK LIKE? PLEASE 
MAKE A TRAY 

SHOWING THIS. 
WHO WILL BE THE 
FIRST PERSON IN 

YOUR LIFE TO 
NOTICE? WHAT 

MINIATURE COULD 
REPRESENT THAT 

PERSON

60
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DIVORCE/SEPARATION

�Before and after

�My two homes
�The story of my family

�Jewels to represent feelings
�Force field “if you could say 2 things to mom/dad”

61

SAND ATOM
� Children 8-9 years and up

� Assessment of attachment and supports

� Center: client

� Inside circle: people whom they trust the most in 
their life, share their secrets with, want to spend 
their time with

� Middle circle: people whom they like and enjoy 
spending time with but wouldn't share all their 
secrets with 

� Outside circle: People that are in their life but 
they don’t necessarily trust or even like spending 
time with. 

62

� If you had all the power in the  universe 
and could move someone in this tray 
closer or further away from you please 
move them. 

� Can have client share thoughts or 
feelings with characters

� Create another world in future sessions 
using those figurines

63
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Directive Family Therapy 
Sandtray Ideas 

64

Things to Consider for the 
Unstructured Family Tray

65

Who initiates the construction of the world? 

Who ends the process? 

What objects are considered, selected, and rejected? By whom? 

Is one person suggestions or selections rejected by another person?

Does any member defer to another?

Or any members’ figurines touched or moved by someone else? 

Does the family work together to create it? Or are there separate worlds created in one 
tray? 

Did any family member send friendly or hostile messages? 

Who contributed the most/least? 

What is the percentage of space used by each person? 

Did the family members talk to each other during the process? Did they decide on a 
theme?

Is the process chaotic, conflictual, or cooperative?

66
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Alternative

� Create your family in the sand.

� Spin on “family sculpture”

� OPTIONS:

� You could have each person create their own version (I like mini-trays 
for this) 

� Collectively

� Parents vs kids

67

Enactments
(Colapinto, 2000)

� EXAMPLE: “Show me a tray that demonstrates how conflict plays out in your home”

� Paradoxical roles: assume a teen is acting out and there is specific tensions between the 
mother and daughter. The daughter is instructed to act like her “overbearing mother” . At 
the same time the mother is told to assume the paradoxical role of the teen. She is 
instructed to give up her position of authority and to be the acting out teen.

� DEEPENING:

� What does each person need in this tray?

� What does ____ really want _____ to know?

� How do you think this one is feeling?
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Sand Genogram
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END OF LESSON 4
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Trauma

71

� Containment
� Safe distance through projections
� Right hemisphere fragmented emotions: coherent narrative
� Imaginal exposure
� Work to bring out inner resources & resiliency
� Express emotions
� Face avoidance
� Dissociative parts come to the surface through the metaphor
� Grounding
� Visualize progress
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Calm Place w/ 
Butterfly Hug
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Calm Place

� The Butterfly Hug is accom plished by 
an individual wrap their arm s around 
them selves, so that each hand 
touches the opposite upper arm  or 
shoulder. They then m ove their hands 
like the w ings of a butterfly, to tap 
their arm s/shoulders in an alternating 
rhythm . (as an alternative, the person 
m ight just tap their knees.)

� The “Butterfly Hug”, or “Hug of self 
love” originated w ith Lucy Artigas, 
while working in Acapulco w ith 
survivors of hurricane Paulina in 1998

� Utilized w ith scaling and titrate w ith 
anxiety stim ulus no larger than 3/10
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Safe Place Sandtray
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WATCH VIDEO BELOW
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END OF LESSON 5
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